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Abstract—Pedestrian zones are present in numerous cities
around the world, and Hanoi city began to organize one a
few years ago. However, closing roads can lead to heavy traffic
congestion in surrounding areas and, consequently, more air
pollution in these areas. There is, therefore, a need for analyzing
and predicting the outcomes in terms of air pollution when
certain roads are closed, before actually implementing a plan.
In this project, we used the GAMA platform to build an agentbased model that simulates the traffic and air quality in Hoan
Kiem district. This model can be used as a decision support tool
for local authorities and as an information tool for the general
public: thanks to its output on a tangible interface, people can
interact with the simulation at public venues and explore various
scenarios. Although more accurate data and realistic diffusion
models are still lacking and will need further research in the
future, the simulation is alreay able to reflect traffic and air
pollution peaks during rush hours quite realistically.
Index Terms—GAMA platform, agent-based modeling, traffic
modeling, air quality, 3D map

I. I NTRODUCTION
Air pollution is a problem that has become more and more
serious over the years, especially in developing countries. In
Hanoi, Vietnam, the measured amount of PM2.5 (particles
with a diameter < 2.5µm)1 is often higher than the safety
level recommended by the World Health Organization2 , and
this is likely to lead, in a not so distant future, to serious
respiratory diseases. Although sorting out the causes of air
pollution is not an easy task as no inventory has ever been
made for Hanoi, one of the major factors is the constant and
1 Air pollution monitoring provided by Hanoi authorities is available on the
website: https://moitruongthudo.vn/.
2 WHO recommendations related to Air pollution are available here:
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/ambient-(outdoor)
-air-quality-and-health

heavy load of traffic, mainly caused by the fact that most of
the inhabitants use private modes of transport [1].
In 2016, the Hanoi People Committee came up with a plan
to organize pedestrian zones in Hanoi, where vehicles would
be prohibited during the weekends. It has been experimented,
and then implemented, in two different areas of the city, one of
which is situated around the iconic Hoan Kiem lake. Over the
years, this area has become a popular tourist attraction as well
as a gathering point for locals. However, in a city as dense
as Hanoi, closing roads, especially in the city centre, is not
without consequences on the traffic flows and, albeit indirectly,
on the air pollution induced by this temporarily reorganized
traffic. While the local quality of air certainly improves around
Hoan Kiem lake, traffic congestion caused by this closure is
likely to lead to a degradation elsewhere, potentially harming
the health of other districts’ inhabitants. It is therefore of
importance to provide means for assessing the impacts of such
decisions on air quality, as well as examining the consequences
of possible extensions of the current pedestrian policies on
traffic and the patterns of induced air pollution.
For this reason, we developed HoanKiemAir, an agent-based
model which can simulate traffic and the consequent air pollution in the Hoan Kiem district area. Using these simulations,
one is able to observe and study the impact of pedestrian zones
on traffic and air quality. By allowing to explore multiple
scenarios, it can not only serve as a decision-support tool,
but also provide information and raise public awareness about
the current situation. The model was developed using the
GAMA platform [2], which is an integrated development
environment designed for building agent-based models and
launch simulations. We also included different road closing
strategies to find out how they alter the simulation. To improve

the user immersion, we set up a tangible interface consisting of
a 3D-printed map of the area, a video projector and an Android
application. This allows users to interact with the application
and see changes in traffic and pollution directly on the 3D
map.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a
review of related works. Section III describes the agent-based
model. Section IV presents how the tangible interface works.
Section V presents the simulation results. Section VI concludes
and proposes possible future developments.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Agent-based modeling
An Agent-Based Model (ABM) [3] is a way to represent
a system by modeling its individual components, named
agents, their behaviors (perception, decision-making process,
learning...) and their interactions, and to locate them in an
environment (that can be a continuous 2D/3D Euclidean space
or discrete grids or graphs). ABMs have now a wide variety
of applications, from physical & life sciences to economics
and social sciences. A great advantage of ABMs is the fact
that they can generate emergent phenomena from interactions
between agents. Another advantage of ABMs is their flexibility: one can always modify the agent population or fine tune
agents’ behaviors to observe effects on simulation results.
B. Traffic flow models
Traffic flow models are used to optimize traffic flow or
reduce the number of traffic jams. They are usually classified
into 3 types [4]. Macroscopic models assume that traffic flows
share similarities with fluid flows. Mathematical equations are
devised to describe various characteristics of the flow, such as
mean speed, density and volume. Although they can produce
realistic outputs with low computational cost, they ignore
the heterogeneous behaviors of vehicles. On the other hand,
microscopic models describe vehicles as individuals with a
state (position, speed, acceleration) and a behavior. However,
the computation cost increases with the number of vehicles in
the network. Lastly, mesoscopic models are hybrid models,
which represents vehicles in small groups, where vehicles can
make certain decisions but with limitations to their behaviors.
C. Air pollution models
To model air pollution, an emission model and a dispersion
model are needed. The emission model calculates the amount
of pollutant released by vehicles, whereas the dispersion
model aims to describe how air pollutants disperse in the
atmosphere. A widely used dispersion model is the Operational
Street Pollution Model (OSPM) [5], suitable for areas with
street canyons (i.e. streets surrounded by tall buildings). It
assumes that two factors contribute to the concentration of
pollutant in a street canyon: traffic flow (with direct emission
from vehicles and air recirculation in the street canyon) and
other sources (pollution from other streets, factories, power
plants,...). OSPM also includes a submodel for chemical
reactions that generate NO2 . The European emission model

COPERT IV [6] is integrated into OSPM as an emission
module. The emission values are derived based on fuel type,
emission factor as well as vehicle type and diurnal traffic
frequency. [7] created a GAMA model to study traffic-induced
air pollution in Hanoi using a simplified version of OSPM.
D. Tangible simulation
The idea of tangible simulation is to associate a tangible
support with simulations, such as a 3D printed map, sandbox,
laser cut map [8]... A tangible platform helps non-experts to
better understand complex processes thanks to visualizations
that synthesize data analyses and simulation outputs in a
coherent and physical manner. Such platforms like the ones
developed by [9]–[11] give the possibility to visualize the
link between mobility patterns and the quality of the air but
also to simulate the impact of different scenarios to support
decision making through a dynamic, iterative, and evidencebased process.
III. M ODEL DESCRIPTION
The model is described following the standard ODD
(Overview, Design concepts, Details) protocol [12].
A. Overview
1) Purpose: The model aims at simulating traffic and
air pollution in the Hoan Kiem district, along with a road
management module to change the arrangement of pedestrian
zone. This can support planning of these zones, as well as
helping people to think about interactions between these three
components.
2) Entities, state variables, scales: The model is composed
of two main dynamics, the traffic sub-model and the pollution
sub-model, influenced by several scenarios of pedestrianization.
The traffic sub-model generates the movement of vehicles
on a road network. It is composed of three types of agents:
vehicle, road and intersection. The pollution sub-model is
split into an emission and a dispersion model. The emission
model is represented by only one pollutant_manager agent,
which takes the output of the traffic model, computes the
amount of pollutants by vehicles, and then passes them to
the dispersion model. The dispersion model has a collection
of pollutant_cell agents, which represent air parcels. The
main attributes for each species are listed in Table I.
The modeled area is shown in Figure 1. The bounding box
of the area is about 2506m x 2779m. The grid in the dispersion
model has 64 x 64 cells, so each is approximately 39m x 43m.
Increasing the number of cells can improve the precision of
the dispersion process, but increases the computational cost.
The time step is set to a value of 15 seconds (as vehicle moves
require a short duration).
3) Process overview & scheduling: In a simulation cycle,
the agents in the traffic model are scheduled first, followed by
those in the emission and dispersion model.
In the traffic model, the intersection agents are executed
first. Those with traffic signals check if they should switch

TABLE I: Species’ attributes (only notable attributes are listed)
Species
vehicle

road

intersection
pollutant_cell

Attribute
max_speed
final_target
proba_use_linked_road
vehicle_length
all_agents
lanes
linked_road
maxspeed
is_traffic_signal
is_incoming
is_outgoing
cell_volume
affected_buildings

Description
maximum speed of the vehicle (i.e. the speed it wants to achieve)
the destination it wants to reach
probability to turn around on a two-way road
length of the vehicle
list of vehicles currently on the road
number of lanes
the same road in the opposite direction (is nil for one-way road)
the maximum speed allowed on this road
indicates if the intersection has a traffic signal
indicates if the intersection is on the boundary of the simulation area, and leads into the area
indicates if the intersection is on the boundary of the simulation area, and leads outward
volume of the cell
list of buildings in the vicinity ofc the cell

B. Design concepts

3) Adaptation: A vehicle can adjust its route depending on
the traffic status ahead. Once a vehicle knows that its next
road is heavily congested, it can either stick to its old plan, or
change to another route with lighter traffic.
4) Objectives: The objective of vehicle agents is to reach
their target in the shortest amount of time.
5) Sensing: road agents are aware of which vehicle are
currently moving on them and how long they have been stuck,
in order to calculate the congestion factor. vehicle agents also
know the congestion status of the road they are on. They also
obey traffic signals given by intersection agents.
6) Interaction: The pollutant_manager agent derives the
pollutant amount emitted by vehicle agents, and then add
this amount to the appropriate pollutant_cell. Interactions
between vehicle agents is indirect, through congestion on
roads.
7) Stochasticity: Stochasticity only lies in the behavior
of vehicle agents. When a vehicle agent has no target, it
randomly chooses one of the intersection as its new target,
with a higher tendency to choose one that leads outside of
Hoan Kiem area. When a vehicle encounters a traffic jam, it
has an option to change routes in order to circumvent the jam
or it can proceed with the congested road, the latter being less
probable.
8) Observation: The simulation comes with a graphical
interface, allowing to visualize road congestion (Figure 2a)
and pollution concentration (Figure 2b) in the simulated area.
There is also a control panel where one can tweak the simulation parameters. A graph illustrating the maximum Air Quality
Index (AQI) is included, and the results are continuously saved
in order to compare with data coming from real sensors.

1) Basic principles: Here are the principles and hypotheses
of the model:

C. Details

Fig. 1: Chosen area for simulations: red dots are intersections
between roads (black lines) and grey polygons are buildings.

state, and then block or unblock the roads accordingly. The
road agents are executed next, updating their congestion level.
Finally, the vehicle agent are scheduled and they move
towards their target on the traffic graph.
After all vehicle agents have completed their movement,
the pollutant_manager agent computes the amount of trafficinduced pollutants and store them in pollutant_cell agents.
Next, it decreases the pollutant values in these cells according
to a predefined decay rate, as well as disperses the pollutants
to neighboring cells.

•
•
•

Vehicles only emit pollutants when they move.
Traffic is the only air pollution source in the simulation.
Different pollutants are similarly dispersed due to the
oversimplification of the atmospheric dispersion model.

2) Emergence: Even though the movements of vehicles are
modeled with a simple strategy, the observed congestion is
reported and concentrated in other areas when the pedestrian
zone is active.

1) Initialization: At the start of the simulation, the following steps are performed:
•

•

The bounding box of the simulation is defined as
the envelope of the shapefile containing roads. A grid
of pollutant_cell agents is created, spanning the
entire bounding box. The pollutant values in each
pollutant_cell is set to 0.
The road network is initialized from the GIS shapefiles.

(a) Traffic (red intensity indicates congestion)

(b) Pollution (AQI displayed
on buildings)

Fig. 3: Hourly traffic distribution [13]

Fig. 2: Two display modes for the simulation UI
Buildings are also created from a shapefile, and are linked
to their respective pollutant_cell. pollutant_cell
agents then calculate the attribute building_density
from the area and height of buildings that are inside the
cell.
The vehicle agents are not created when the simulation
is initialized, but when the variable storing the number of
vehicles is changed.
2) Input data: Hourly traffic distribution data (see Figure 3) is provided by [13]. They estimated the number of trips
in each hour throughout the day.
To create the road network in Hoan Kiem area, we used the
data provided by OpenStreetMap (www.openstreetmap.org).
Apart from geometry information, OSM data also contains
various attributes for roads such as number of lanes, maximum
speed allowed, one-way or two-way, traffic lights’ availability.
Although OSM does provide some information for certain
roads, most values are missing, so we defined a set of default
values: the number of lanes as 4 or 3, respectively for one
or two-way roads and max speed limit of 60 km/h. The road
intersections were also extracted as a set of points, and several
are tagged with an attribute indicating that there are traffic
lights at these positions.
For visualization purposes, we also gathered data for buildings (manually sketched out from satellite image), lakes and
rivers in the area.
All of the data are summarized in Table II.
3) Sub-models:
a) Traffic model: The basic idea of the traffic model is to
let vehicle agents move on a road network towards a target
crossroad with a speed depending on their maximum speed
and congestion on the road. When they reach their desire
target, they choose another one and start again. Simulating
traffic in GAMA is fairly straightforward, just by attaching
three built-in GAMA skills [14]: skill_road, skill_road_node
and advanced_driving to road, intersection and vehicles
agents respectively. These skills provide necessary attributes
and actions to agents, creating a simple traffic model inspired
by the Intelligent Driver Model [15] along with the lanechanging model MOBIL [16].
•

Road network. First of all, the road and intersection
agents are combined to create a graph representing the road
network, in which vertices are intersections and edges are
roads. There are 3 types of vertices: incoming, outgoing and
internal. Incoming and outgoing vertices are leaf vertices,
which are linked to roads that come from or lead to other areas
outside Hoan Kiem district, respectively. When a vehicle is
created or finishes a road trip, it is placed on an incoming or
an internal vertex, with the former option being more likely.
Similarly, its target is either an outgoing or an internal vertex,
with a higher probability assigned to the former. This provides
an effect of traffic flowing in and out of the district. To model
the attractiveness of each road, the edge weights are calculated
as a linear combination of the road’s length, number of lanes
and maximum speed limit.
Mobile agents. There are two types of vehicle agents: cars
and motorbikes, which only differ by their speed and size but
nevertheless share the same behavior: they all move from one
vertex to another using the optimal path. When approaching
an intersection, they slow down and check for factors like
traffic signals, other vehicle blocking the intersection, etc.,
before moving onto the next road.
Despite having a route planned out, a vehicle can alter its
decision if it is stuck in a traffic jam. Whenever its speed
is lower than a certain speed, it starts counting for how
long it has been stuck. Once the counter passes a threshold,
the attribute proba_use_linked_road is increased. This is a
probability that encourages the vehicle to take the road in the
opposite direction, escaping the traffic jam. We also follow
an approach proposed by [17], by encoding the perception
of a traffic jam into the road agents. Each road estimates a
congestion value, which consists of not only the road’s current
traffic density but also the number of vehicle which have been
stuck for a long time on the road. When this value reaches a
specified threshold, the road switches to a "encumbered" state,
and its edge weight significantly increases. During a road trip,
a vehicle can be informed that the next road in its path is
encumbered, giving it an opportunity to choose an alternative
route.
Road management. Three road scenarios are included to
examine how traffic flow changes when particular roads are

TABLE II: Input data to the simulation
Name
Traffic
Roads
Intersections
Traffic frequency
Pollution
Sensors
Misc
Buildings
Water

Description

Sources

Polylines representing the road network in Hoan Kiem area
Points representing intersections
Hourly distribution of trips in 2005

OpenStreetMap
Generated from the roads shapefile
HAIDEP study team

Points indicating the air quality sensors placed in the area

Hoan Kiem district People’s Committee

Polygons that represent buildings
Polygons that represent lakes and rivers

Created manually
OpenStreetMap

closed: (i) the pedestrian area is not active, (ii) the current
scenario of pedestrian area is active (Figure 4a), and (iii) a
possible extension of the pedestrian area (Figure 4b). When
the road_scenario parameter is changed, the road graph is
recreated by changing the edges accordingly.

(with disappearance) of the four pollutants over the regular
grid, using the convolution matrix product method.
AQI calculation. To make pollutant values in cells easy to
interpret, an Air Quality Index (AQI) value is calculated from
the amount of each pollutant. We use the method given by
[19]:
AQI h = maxx (AQIxh ) with AQIxh =

T Sxh
∗ 100
QCx

where AQIxh is the AQI of a pollutant x at hour h, T Sxh is the
measured average amount of pollutant x in h, and QCx is the
allowed average amount of pollutant x in an hour (Table IV).
TABLE IV: Allowed hourly average amount for different
pollutants (measured in µg/m3 ) [19]

(a) Active pedestrian zone

(b) Possible extension plan

CO

NOx

SO2

PM10

30000

200

350

300

Fig. 4: Road scenarios: roads in black are opened for vehicles,
while those in orange are closed.

IV. TANGIBLE INTERFACE

b) Emission model: To determine the amount of pollutants released by traffic, we use a small subset of emission
factors provided by [18], displayed in Table III. When the
simulation steps, the pollutant_manager agent compute the
distance traveled by each vehicle during the last step, and use
that distance to calculate the mass of emitted pollutants. The
resulting values are then added to the pollutant_cell agent
which the vehicle is inside.

Inspired by the MarrakAir [10] project, we built a tangible
interface to display the simulation with three components:
• A 3D-printed map of Hoan Kiem area,
• A video projector (using the 3D map as a screen),
• An Android application that remotely communicates with
GAMA, allowing users to modify simulation parameters.
The setup can be used either in interactive mode (users
can change vehicle numbers) or in demonstration mode (the
number of vehicles is set from the traffic data in Hanoi).

TABLE III: Applied emission factors (from [18])
Vehicle type
Motorbike
Car 4-16 seats

Emission factor (g km-1 )
PM
0.10
0.10

SO2
0.03
0.17

NOx
0.30
1.50

CO
3.62
3.62

c) Dispersion model: We tried two methods to model
the dispersion of air pollutants: one that uses rectangular grid
cells to model air parcels, and another one that uses road cells,
i.e. cells that follow roads’ geometry and somewhat represent
the idea of road canyons. Both are currently simplified, as
they make two assumptions: (i) pollutants are distributed uniformly in one cell, (ii) different pollutant types are dispersed
identically. In this paper, we present only the first model. The
model with grid cells simply computes the uniform diffusion

A. The 3D model
To print the 3D map, we transformed the GIS shapefiles
used to initialize the model into STL files (file format for
3D models)3 . First, the roads, buildings and water shapefiles
are merged together to create one single shapefile. The empty
holes are then filled with polygons to represent the base of
the 3D map. Each polygon is assigned a height value that
follow this order: road < base < building. Secondly, this
shapefile is converted into a single STL file. Finally, this file
is repaired and cut in a grid-like fashion into 28 (4 x 7)
square pieces. Each piece is approximately 16 x 16cm (a size
technically constrained by most of the common 3D printers).
3 More details: https://github.com/WARMTeam/HoanKiemAir/tree/master/
stl_convert

Fig. 6: Comparison between simulated and real CO concentration on Monday, July 15th 2019 (all roads available)

Fig. 5: 3D map setup

A detailed description of the process can be found on the
GitHub repository of the project4 .
B. Android application for remote control
This application acts as a remote control for GAMA, allowing users to change some parameters: the vehicles numbers,
the pedestrian scenario and the visualisation mode.
For communication between the app and GAMA, the
MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) protocol is
used. It is a fast and lightweight publish/subscribe messaging
protocol, commonly used in IoT applications. Basically, clients
exchange messages through a server (often called a broker).
A client can publish a message with a topic to the broker,
then the broker distributes that message to clients that have
subscribed to the topic.
For the implementation, we used ApacheMQ5 , which provides an implementation for the MQTT broker. On the client
side, we used Eclipse Paho6 for the Android app, and the
extension remoteGUI in GAMA.
Once the application is connected to the broker, it publishes
messages with predefined topics as soon as users adjust
any parameters. In the simulation, a special agent listens to
the broker and modifies parameters depending on received
messages.

the exploration method. The parameters to explore are: the
simulation time step length, the pollutant decay rate, the spread
radius and the depth of the road cells.
We can observe that the two time series fit decently with
the best parameter combination, apart from an unusual peak at
04:00. We can also notice that the simulated pollution series
shows such peaks before each of the three rush hour periods.
One explanation, that needs to be further investigated, could
be a lack of bootstrap phase in the simulations to initially fill
in the air pollution containers.
Some additional experiments have been conducted with data
taken during week-end days (with the pedestrian area). Results
show that the model still need to be improved to fit with real
data.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this project, we built an agent-based model to simulate
traffic and air quality in Hoan Kiem district of Ha Noi. We also
created a tangible interface to showcase this simulation to the
public. The simulation has been presented on World Environment day, at the French Embassy of Hanoi. Yet, there is still a
lot of room for improvement in order to make the simulation
more realistic and accurate. The main directions concern (i)
the gathering of more precise data related to traffic (number of
vehicles and their moving behavior) and pollution (what are
the other pollution sources and what is their contribution to
the measured air pollution) and (ii) the improvement of models
(in particular to add a decently accurate atmospheric dispersion
model, e.g. one that takes into account relevant factors such
as wind, moisture, temperature...).

V. R ESULTS
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To evaluate and improve the accuracy of the simulation, the
parameters of the model are explored. As a first attempt we
only focus on a single pollutant concentration, CO. The time
series data is taken from real air quality sensors in Hanoi7 . We
retrieved the CO concentration of the sensor placed at Hang
Dau street (in the Hoan Kiem district), in the period from
00:00 to 23:00 on July 15th, to compare with the results of
our model.
The objective is to minimize the mean absolute error
between the time series values, using Tabu Search [20] as

The HoanKiemAir project was funded by the French embassy in Vietnam, in collaboration with the Hoan Kiem district
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4 https://github.com/WARMTeam/HoanKiemAir/tree/master/stl_convert
5 https://activemq.apache.org/index.html
6 https://github.com/eclipse/paho.mqtt.android
7 moitruongthudo.vn
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